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Extended Code: words for reading and spelling 
 

Unit 1 /ae/ 
made name shape rain paint 
again stay  way play break 
aim brain brake steak date 

drake faint grape jail stage 
flame bathe great stray chain 
sprain grade whale quaint drake 
blade praise lathe grain plaice 

Some < eigh > and < ey > spellings of /ae/ 

weight weigh eight eight freight 
they grey prey hey whey 

 
Unit 2 /ee/ 

me she heat stream beach 
queen been tree see funny 
happy cheat we beast breach 
bleed dream eel cheap freeze 
Greece heath knead heave kneal 
meet meat please preach reef 

screech scream preen sheaf sneeze 
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sleeve squeak speech squeal squeeze 
street tweed wheel wheat tweet 

Some < ey > and < i > spellings of /ee/ 

key ski taxi donkey easy 
 

Unit 4 /oe/ 
bow coach shoal cloak choke 
froze gnome crow host hold 
no old stone woke home 

goal boat snow grow toe 
most know loathe mow note 
oak poll toll post roam 

Rome sloth stroll stroke stoat 
rogue throw vote vogue won’t 

Some < ough > and < owe > spellings of /oe/ 

dough though although owe Stowe 
 

Unit 6 /er/ 
term her first bird girl 
turn burst church word work 
blur burnt church churn chirp 
fir fur girth irk germ 
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gerbil kerb lurch merge nerve 
nurse perch quirk skirt squirt 
squirm swerve shirk smirk thirst 
therm surf surge spur slur 
urge verb verge worth worse 
verve whirl spurt swirl purse 

Some < ear > spellings of /er/ 

dearth hearse earth learn pearl 
 

Unit /e/ 
then red shed egg deaf 
head thread bread breath chess 
bench breast Celt dense cleanse 
depth dreamt dwell dread etch 
health hedge else French flesh 
jest knelt lead led leant 

leapt left meant melt next 
pledge quench quell read realm 
retch squelch swept stealth sweat 
tenth twelfth tempt twelve vent 
wrest wretch wreck said Again 
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Unit 8 /ow/ 
brown how crowd down Now 
bounce out house round About 
couch clown crouch doubt foul 
flower found gown ground growl 
house hound joust lounge lout 
mouth mouse now noun owl 
ounce shroud pounce slouch sprout 
scowl trounce trout vouch yowl 
wow vow wound drought plough 

 
Unit 10 m/oo/n 

moon food broom chew grew 
blue true June rude do 
boost brute brew choose crude 
droop drew fluke goose gloom 
groom hoot hoof hooves flew 
loose loo lose mood move 
nook noose ooze plume proof 
prune rood rude rule screw 
snoop shoot strew swoop slew 
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soothe spoon shrewd threw yew 
juice suit sluice route truth 
soup you group mousse troupe 

 
Unit 11 /ie/ 

find child five white lie 
tie high night by why 

bike blind by bright cry 
crime kind dine drive fight 
fine fly find fry glide 

grind guide guy hide hind 
knife knight life light lime 
mild mind mile might my 
sly ninth plight pint pry 

quite rhyme ripe shrine sigh 
shy scythe smile spy stripe 
style thrive thigh type tight 
vie vile while whilst whine 

write wry sleight height eye 
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Unit 12 b/oo/k 

 
book look shook wood bush 
pull put could would should 

 brook woof rook push look 
cook full rough ruff  

Some of these words are accent dependent. If the word doesn’t fit 
the category for the accent of the children you teach, put it in 
another category. 

 
Unit 14 /u/ 

jump luck stuck touch young 
double above come won other 
some crumb dove doth dumb 
glove just trouble cousin rough 
tough slump sponge mother struck 

brother monkey stump money touch 
trudge uncle ugly wolf young 

Unit 16 /s/ 

sing horse house kiss press 
acid city fence force science 
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ice cell twice ounce miss 
horse scene house castle bustle 

massive chestnut bounce mouse spider 
cinema passed civic fleece cement 

cinammon flounce cymbal trounce niece 
certain circus sister symbol circle 
juice whisper stress scientist skunk 

ascend scent descend sceptre loose 
raffle moose spruce gristle stitch 

 
Unit 18 /l/ 

lunch well doll ankle apple 
metal pencil camel model petrol 
little thimble petrel rebel lips 
silk whelk pupil trouble dribble 

gerbil wrinkle fallen meddle pillow 
mellow paddle huddle fellow pail 
whale trowel billing bramble pedal 
petal rifle well whistle hospital 
castle tunnel bristle magical travel 
kettle global vowel muddle central 
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burial squirrel willow signal handle 
settle cellar rival sandal mammal 

 
Unit 19 /or/ (First spellings) 

born horse straw crawl all 
warm August cause also tall 
talk autumn war stalk jaw 
draw walk dwarf ball flaunt 
fraud fawn gaunt gorse horse 
paw jaunt lawn launch lord 
malt north pawn prawn porch 
stall thwart vault waltz warmth 
wart wall ward sprawl scrawl 

Unit 20 /air/ 
chair pair share bear wear 
there where their snare bear 
bare cairn chair dare flair 
hare hair pair pear rare 
stair swear there where square 
mare lair scare theirs share 
prayer mayor    
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Unit 21 /ue/ 
 

Many of these words are homophones. They are probably best taught 
separately in the context of a sentence or longer text. 
We have put /ue/ into one category even though we are talking about two 
sounds here. However, it is no more problematical to teach than < x >, which 
also represents two sounds. 

due dew ewe nuisance fuel 
cue queue few phew knew 
new cube hew hue huge 
due dual mew mule mucous 

mutate mutilate pew use tuba 
neuron nuance neutral neurone numeral 
neurotic nutrient muesli music fugitive 
tuber view unique unit usage 
usurp usual Ukraine pneumonia pneumatic 

Unit 23 /oy/ 
boil choice coin hoist joint 
joist loyal moist noise oil 
point royal soil toy spoil 
boy voice soy void groin 
joy groyne coy foil buoy* 

*buoy. We’ve coded the /b/ as < bu > compare this with < gu > for 
/g/ spellings. 
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Unit 24 /ar/ 
arch  are barge father heart 
scarf half march calf card 

hearth starve halve large palm 
calm spark psalm vase yard 

hurrah qualm gnarl Mars balm 
suave sergeant khaki cigar parcel 

In many of English the following words will be pronounced as /ar/. In others, 
the pronunciation will be /a/. 

draught chance laugh mask bath 
brass raft nasty France chant 
class drastic glance plastic Iran 

Unit 25 /o/ 
blob bronze crock flock golf 
lodge knob jolt knock knot 

mosque swab otter swan opera 
opt toffee wash sloppy mossy 

wasp trot swamp tonsil wallow 
nostril swallow swap hovel squad 
quad quality quantity hostel what 
want scoff watch gospel wand 

rostrum squat rhombus wan yacht 
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